By means of randomization, the concept of randomized truth degree and randomized logic pseudo-metric of formulas in R 0 -logic with six-valued nonlinear valuation set are introduced. The concept of randomized logic metric space based on R 0 -logic with six-valued nonlinear valuation set is also introduced and it is proved that the new built randomized concepts are extensions of the corresponding concepts of quantitative logic and randomized truth degree in R 0 -logic with six-valued nonlinear valuation set.
Introduction
As is well known, human reasoning is approximate rather than precise in nature. The logical treatment of the concepts of vagueness and approximation is of increasing importance in artificial intelligence and related research. Many logicians have proposed different systems of many valued logic as a formalization of approximate reasoning (see, for example, [1, 2] ,etc). An approximate reasoning in two-valued classical logic has also been proposed [3] . Recently G.J.Wang developed a new theory of quantitative logic which takes the theory of truth degrees of formulas as its foundation [4] , and some interesting results about divergency, consistency, etc. of theory have been acquired in the n-valued NM-logic system, the Lukasiewicz logic system, etc. [5] [6] [7] . At the same time, X.J.Hui introduced the randomized truth degree of formulas in the R 0 -type two-valued, 3-valued logic system, established the foundation of randomization approximate reasoning [8, 9] . But proposition logic is linear structure in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In the present paper, having combined the theory of randomized truth degree, the theory of randomized logic pseudo-metric is introduced in the R 0 -logic with 6-valued nonlinear valuation set. The work of the present paper has generalized the basic concept of truth degree , logic metric of quantitative logic and randomized truth degree in many-valued logic.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we define randomized truth degree of formula in R 0 -logic with 6-valued nonlinear valuation set. In section 3 the randomized space of R 0 -logic with 6-valued nonlinear valuation set are studied. 
Randomized Truth Degrees of Formulas
then ( ) A is called the randomized truth degree of A.
The set of all f is denote f , is algebra on f , is uniform probability, then ( , , ) f is a probability space. Definition 2.5 Let x W , defining
which is called the characteristic number of x. Theorem 2.2 In the six-valued valuation set W, (1) 1 ,
Proof From definition 2.4
In the following we study the basic properties of randomized truth degree of formulas. Theorem 2. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the randomized truth degree of formula ,randomized space and Randomized divergence degree of theory in W 6 . And we prepared for the work of approximate reasoning in W 6 .
